Precision Tile Co.
Penrose Coping Co.

“Make Precision Your Decision”

11140 Penrose Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352
Phone: (818) 767-7673  Fax: (818) 767-0467

Importer & Distributor Of:
Swimming Pool & Spa Tiles
Interior & Exterior Tiles
Custom Tile For All Residential & Commercial Applications

Manufacturer & Distributor Of:
Pool & Spa Coping Stones
Precast Concrete Products For All Exterior Landscaping Applications
Monet Autumn

MA-2010
Gray

MA-2000
White

MA-2045
Lavender

MA-2035
Green

MA-2005
Almond

MA-2025
Rose

MA-2040
Beige

MA-2015
Peach

MA-2050
Dark Blue

MA-2030
Teal

MA-2020
Aqua

Dark Blue Monet Autumn tiles were blended with Dark Blue Monet Autumn Field and Gray Monet Autumn Field tiles on the beautiful pool, spa, and barbecue shown in these two photos.

A Complete Set of Matching Trim Tiles Are Available For All The Monet Autumn Tiles.

Precision Tile Co., 11140 Penrose Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352, (818) 767-7673 — FAX (818) 767-0467
Monet Autumn Renaissance

Notice the Decorative End-Stop tiles on the raised section.

This one-of-a-kind design feature gives Monet Autumn Renaissance, with End-Stops, unique design possibilities.

White Monet Autumn Renaissance, Left & Right End-Stop tiles, and Blue Cloud Pebble tiles combine with Double-Bullnose & Flat-Bullnose Copings.

MA-3000 White
MA-3005 Bone
MA-3050 Dark Blue
MA-3030 Teal

Almond Monet Autumn Field tiles with multiple rows of Almond Monet Autumn. Beauty and ease of cleaning were both achieved by installing tile floor to ceiling.

Monet Autumn Field

MA-1835 Green
MA-1845 Lavender
MA-1900 White
MA-1910 Gray
MA-1920 Aqua
MA-1930 Teal
MA-1945 Pink
MA-1950 Dark Blue
MA-1905 Beige
MA-1925 Rose
MA-1915 Peach

IMPORTANT! Our Brochure Features Only Premium Porcelain Tile

Porcelain tiles are the most beautiful of all tiles. Plus they are frost proof, acid and stain resistant. You may select your tiles for beauty and elegance, but equally important is that you choose a quality porcelain tile. Other tiles won’t hold up to the aquatic environment. Our tiles withstand the extremes in outdoor temperature and constant exposure to pool and spa chemicals. Our tiles are manufactured to the highest standards. Kitchens and bathrooms can also be enhanced with these chip resistant tiles.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
Nebula

NEB-101
Mid Green

NEB-102
Dark Green

NEB-103
Green Blue

NEB-104
Dark Blue

NEB-101BHD
Black Hole
Deco
Mid Green

NEB-102BHD
Black Hole
Deco
Dark Green

NEB-103BHD
Black Hole
Deco
Green Blue

NEB-104BHD
Black Hole
Deco
Dark Blue

You must see the actual tiles to believe the sparkle! Photos can't reproduce the magnificent glistening appearance created by metal flakes fired into all Nebula Tiles

Nebula Art

NEB-1101, Hibiscus
Mid Green

NEB-1102, Hibiscus
Dark Green

NEB-1103, Hibiscus
Green Blue

NEB-1104, Hibiscus
Dark Blue

NEB-2101, Tulip
Mid Green

NEB-2102, Tulip
Dark Green

NEB-2103, Tulip
Green Blue

NEB-2104, Tulip
Dark Blue

Contempia III 3x4

CONT-500
White

CONT-540
Deep Emerald
Green

CONT-530
Sea Blue

CONT-550
Teal
Blue/Green

CONT-570
Deep Sea Blue

Contempia III Rope Border tiles are available for all the Contempia III colors
Fleurette

PL-10  Aqua Blue
PL-5   Gray
PL-20  Cranberry
PL-30  Blue/Green
PL-1   White
PL-25  Mauve
PL-15  Cobalt Blue
PL-35  Brown

Contempia II

For Kitchens, Baths
B-B-Q's, or Custom
Pools

A Complete Set Of
Matching Trim Tiles
Are Available For All
The Contempia &
Nebula Tiles

Tile is one of the most visual & beautiful parts of your pool. Older pools can be retiled with any of the tiles seen in our brochure. This minor investment results in a major increase in the enjoyment & value of your home.

RETILING A POOL IS A SIMPLE PROCEDURE THAT CAN GIVE YOUR EXISTING POOL THE LOOK OF TODAY!

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
On these two pages the **Discovery**, **Discovery Accent**, and **Discovery Field** tiles are ideal for mixing and matching. Having the same size and color, they are interchangeable and can be mixed to create striking patterns in your own custom design. To further enhance your pool or spa you can install our custom concrete copings above your tile.

### IMPORTANT NOTE

The pictures of the tiles in our brochure represent approximately 6 vertical inches of tile. 6” is the standard height installed on pool and spa waterlines. Pools with raised bond beams get the added beauty of additional rows of tile.
These photos show the use of the Discovery, Discovery Field, and Discovery Accent tile series in various patterns and layouts.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
**Rose and Daisy**

**RP-740 Beige Rose**

**DP-780 Beige Daisy**

**RP-700 Blue Rose**

**DP-790 Blue Daisy**

**RP-710 White Rose**

**DP 750 White Daisy**

**RP 720 Red Rose**

**DP 760 Red Daisy**

**NOTE**

For your convenience we stock tools, sand, cement, thinset, grout, and other materials, plus deck and waterline mastics.

**RP-710 White Rose** adds a touch of color to kitchens & bathrooms when inset into matching field tiles. All Rose & Daisy tiles have matching field tiles and a full line of trim, including V-cap.

**RP-740 Beige Rose** tile installed below our exclusive custom Brick Red Cantilever Coping. These Rose tiles create a beautiful flowing vine around your pool or spa.
The picture above, shows an application of our lovely Plum Blossom (PB-06 Gray). Notice the use of matching border tiles to highlight the step edges. This is for beauty and for family safety.

Floral Delight Tiles
& White Bullnose Coping
were installed on this bench & planter wall to match the adjacent pool. Coping makes a beautiful and comfortable zero maintenance bench.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
Classic Tiles

PR-1100, 3x3
Dark Blue

PR-10, 6x6
Pool Blue

MTO-100, 2x6
Royal Blue

MTO-104, 2x6
Cobalt Blue

FK-550, 3x3, Rustic
Deep Blue

PR-1105, 3x3
Terra Blue

PR-20, 6x6
Black

MTO-114, 2x6
Bright Blue Cloud

MTO-150, 2x6
Terra Blue

FK-420, 3x3, Rustic
Blue

PR-591, 3x3
Black

PR-30, 6x6
White

MTO-113, 2x6
Seagreen w/gold vein

MTO-390, 2x6
Teal

FK-780, 3x3, Rustic
Dark Blue/Green

PR-625, 3x3
Gray

PR-925, 6x6
Sky Blue

PR-22, 2x2
Regal Blue

PR-1650, 1x1
Blue

BR-86
Almond

BR-87
Apricot

BR-81
Peach

BR-83
Lavender

BWS-9
Black

BWS-10
White

BR-80
Dawn Gray

BR-88
Cobalt Blue

BR-85
Mauve

BR-84
Dusty Rose

BR-89
Hunter Green

The above row of BR and BWS tiles come in both 2" x 2" (shown) and 4" x 4" sizes. A complete line of trim tile for B-B-Q's, Kitchens & Baths is available.
Completely tiled pools are truly impressive and fascinating. Sunshine scintillating on every piece of porcelain tile makes you feel like you are swimming in a pool of precious gems. These pools are beautiful and extremely durable. Unlike all other finishes - *Tile Is Forever!* Completely tiled baths dating back to the Roman Empire are still in existence today. Modern technology makes these treasures affordable.

**Medium Blue Pebble with White Pebble Feature Strips**

**Completely Tiled Pools & Spas Offer Reduced Maintenance.**
Dark colored tiles increase the water temperature by absorbing and retaining the sun’s heat rays. Our clients tell us that entirely tiled pools require less chemicals and are less irritating to their eyes and skin, making swimming more enjoyable. Completely tiling all surfaces adds elegance and durability to your pool and spa.

Shown above are the 6 most popular pebble tiles used on completely tiled pools, spas & fountains.

The picture at left shows a few of the additional pebble colors. All the pebble tiles are excellent to use as feature strips on steps or to tile curved surfaces, such as spa walls.

This all tile spa uses **Dark Blue Pebble w/Beige Rose** waterline & **Beige Rose** border feature strips. The pool has a **Beige Rose** waterline w/ **Dark Blue Pebble** feature strips. Pool & Spa are capped with **Brick Red Cantilever Coping**.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
20 years ago our Bullnose Coping was installed on this park pool for safety. Our Tile Deck Markers were recently added. This brings it up to current Health Department Safety Code. The Non-slip Mosaic tile safety mural was custom made by Precision Tile & contains the international “NO DIVING” sign. The concrete was cut and the tiles inset into the existing deck. We custom make murals to any specifications.

Racing Lanes traditionally were only in commercial pools. Now residential owners are installing racing lanes, both for exercising and the enjoyment of family competitions.

**SHADE VARIATIONS**

Shade variations are inherent in all kiln-fired products and are one of the natural & pleasing characteristics of tile. Those shade differences are the unavoidable result of the manufacturing process. Tiles are fired in kilns at temperatures over 1000 degrees. Even changes of the slightest degree between one part of the kiln and the other will result in slight color changes.

The colors in this brochure represent the true tile colors as closely as we are able with the printing process.

*Please visually check the actual shade of your tile BEFORE INSTALLATION. Adjustments cannot be made after installation.*

Unglazed tiles are used in areas where additional slip resistance is desired. Shown are 6 popular colors. Other colors are available.
PICTURE FRAME YOUR POOL AND SPA WITH COPING FOR SAFETY AND DESIGN

Coping is the finest product that can be installed around a pool. The smooth round edge makes it comfortable to sit on with bare legs and avoids tearing bathing suits on rough sharp edges. Coping is the safest thing you can install because it gives swimmers a hand-grip to grab onto when in the pool. Our coping shapes are approved by every Heath Department. It is easier and more comfortable to pull oneself out of the pool over coping. Coping makes cleaning your pool easier since it allows for cleaning your decks without washing debris into the pool water. There are far fewer problems when coping is installed instead of cantilever decks. This is because the pool can be isolated from moving and expanding decks with the use of a proper expansion joint. Our cantilever coping was designed to give the cantilever deck look, without the deck movement problems that often occur with a cantilever deck.

Double Bullnose Coping without decking turns this yard into a park like setting.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
LANDSCAPE IN DESIGNER COLORS
Our precast concrete products offer you the ultimate product for exterior landscaping. We manufacture these in a variety of shapes, sizes, colors, & textures. These can complement or blend with any exterior house, roof or wall color. Stones can be mixed or matched into striking designs by using different patterns, styles, or colors. Custom orders made on request.

Above and right: Tan Cantilevered Coping with travertine texture to border the pool, damwall, steps, & deck perimeter. Beige 24" x 24" Deck Pavers were used for decking surfaces.

White Bullnose Coping with Up & Down Risers.
White Flat Bullnose Coping on all step treads, White Pavers for step risers, White Cantilever Coping for insets & borders in decking.

Dark Gray Double-Bullnose Coping accents all tile pools flowing curves, raised bond beam, & walls.

These Homes Were Transformed & Updated With Our Precast Concrete Products

Precast Concrete Pavers give existing plain concrete a custom designer look. This is achieved by introducing pattern, texture, & color over existing concrete. Grout joints add depth and bring out the design of the individual pavers. Additional interest can be achieved by installing coping as insets and borders in decking. Double Bullnose Wall Caps installed on surrounding walls transform existing block walls into custom hardscape and complement the step tread stones and pavers. Cantilever Coping and Flat Bullnose Coping make excellent step tread stones.

Double Bullnose Wall Caps on walls, Double Bullnose Coping on fountain, Cantilever Coping for step treads and 18" X 18" Pavers for all deck surfaces complete this marvelous home entry. All highlighted with Rustic Dark Blue/Green tiles.

See shade variation information on page 12 before installing tile.
PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS - MANUFACTURED BY PENROSE COPING CO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bullnose Coping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cantilever Coping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flat Bullnose Coping 12&quot; wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Flat Bullnose Coping 16&quot; wide (Excellent for step treads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Double Bullnose Coping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Double Bullnose Coping - End Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bullnose Brick Coping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Double Bullnose Wall Cap (32&quot; long)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pilaster Cap - Bullnose (various sizes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pilaster Cap - Pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Skimmer Lid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Pavers - 18&quot;x18&quot; shown here - other sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Riser is Paver with smooth, acid etched texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Riser is Paver with travertine texture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copings made in all radiuses to fit any shape pool, spa, step, wall, fountain or bench. All products manufactured in various textures and colors. Custom precasting available.

---

**Precision Tile Co.**

Penrose Coping Co.

11140 Penrose St.

Sun Valley, CA 91352

(818) 767-7673

FAX (818) 767-0467

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM - Golden State Fwy. (I-5) to the Penrose off-ramp, turn right & go 1 block. Thomas Guide Map Page 532-J-1